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What the module seeks to achieve 

• To enhance the policy-relevance of what 
communication faculty at Indian higher-
education institutions teach and 

• To enable some of them to make evidence-
based contributions to policy and regulatory 
processes 
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Who is offering the module and why? 

• LIRNEasia, whose mission is that of 

"Catalyzing policy change through research to 
improve people’s lives in the emerging Asia Pacific 
by facilitating their use of hard and soft 
infrastructures through the use of knowledge, 
information and technology" 
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Countries that we engage with 

 



Objectives of the module 

• To help you 

– Become better equipped to assess policy-relevant 
research & evidence 

– Gain an improved understanding of 
communication policy and regulatory processes in 
India 
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Who is teaching? 

• Rohan Samarajiva, PhD, is founding Chair of LIRNEasia, an ICT policy and regulation 
think tank active across emerging Asian and Pacific economies.   

• He was Team Leader at the Sri Lanka Ministry for Economic Reform, Science and 
Technology (2002-04) responsible for infrastructure reforms, including 
participation in the design of the USD 83 million e-Sri Lanka Initiative.  Also Policy 
Advisor to the Ministry of Post and Telecom in Bangladesh (2007-09).   

• He was Director General of Telecommunications in Sri Lanka (1998-99).  In this 
capacity, he established the Telecom Regulatory Commission of Sri Lanka; 
conducted the first public hearing and public notice proceedings; successfully 
concluded a license-violation proceeding; and laid the foundation for a 
competitive market.    

• He was also Honorary Professor at the University of Moratuwa in Sri Lanka (2003-
04), Visiting Professor of Economics of Infrastructures at the Delft University of 
Technology in the Netherlands (2000-03) and Associate Professor of 
Communication and Public Policy at the Ohio State University in the US (1987-
2000).   
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Policy windows 

• “Unpredictable openings in the policy process 
that create the possibility for influence over 
the direction and outcome of that process.”  

• “These windows sometimes open regularly 
(e.g., cabinet shuffles and budget speeches), 
but who makes successful use of them or not 
is a matter of chance and skill.” 
– Kingdon, John W. 1995. Agendas, Alternatives, and Public 

Policies, 2nd ed. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan 
Press. 
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Example: Research on customer 
relations management in electricity 

Timeline Action 

September 2012 
 

Research commenced 

December 2012 Rough idea of what the results would look like 

March 2013 Offered SAFIR Training Course for electricity regulators that used 
Sri Lanka as case study; Former investment analyst with deep 
infrastructure and finance skills as co-director  

8 March 2013 Co-director is invited for TV interview causing him to “cram” on 
electricity sector data 

11 March 2013 Public Utilities Commission calls for written comments by March 
28 for Public Consultation on Tariff Proposal 

Week of March 
11th 

LIRNEasia Chair on multiple TV programs and evening news 

15 March 2013 Column appears online at LBO.LK 
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Exploiting a policy window . . .  
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Timeline Action 

23 March 2013 First substantive article on electricity tariff in Sinhala weekly paper 

28 March 2013 Official submission that deviates materially from what was said on 
media submitted 

2 April 2013 PUCSL Chairman’s full page interview on Page 4 (high-value 
platform) in highest readership newspaper published; includes 
whole chunks from LIRNEasia media output, including an error 

4 April 2013 Oral submission at first session of Public Consultation with potential 
for framing the debate 

17 April 2013 Decision does not include any of our recommendations 

1 October 2013 LIRNEasia invited to present its views on demand-side management 
at a public hearing, apparently a direct result of April intervention 



Issues for discussion 

• Our research on customer-relationship 
management not quite cooked 
– But we decided to use the policy window to at least 

lay a foundation 

• Research based (but different research) 
– Last 5% of electricity supply responsible for 17% of 

total costs (first 50% is also responsible for 17% of 
costs)   lowering peak consumption will 
dramatically reduce costs 

– Therefore, we recommend Demand Side Management 
to lower the peak demand (now drawing from our 
half-cooked research) 
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Issues for discussion 

• Was our research in best shape? 
– No, top 5% and bottom 50% costing the same 

appeared in media as top 5% costs 50% 

• Did we fix our errors? 
– Yes, exchanges with a sharp journalist helped remove 

the error (a form of peer review) 

• Could we always stay on message? 
– No, got dragged into subsidy issues especially in 3 

minute interviews for the news 

• Is this replicable? 
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Aristotle on effective communication 

• Ethos (Credibility), or ethical appeal, means 
convincing by the character of the 
author/orator  

• Pathos (Emotion) means persuading by 
appealing to the reader/viewer's emotions  

• Logos (Rationality) means persuading by the 
use of reasoning. This will be the most 
important element in this module, and 
Aristotle's favorite 
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How does one measure success? 

• Just acting?   

– Measuring inputs, not outputs or outcomes 
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CPRsouth community previous-year policy 
activity 
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How does one measure success? 

• Measuring outputs 

– Example: our memes appearing in the interview of 
PUCSL Chair 
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How does one measure success? 

• Measuring outcomes 

– DSM or time-sensitive tariffs implemented (along 
with use of our recommended methods of 
communication through texts, reformatted bills, 
etc.) 

– Rebate and/or subsidy, fully or partially 
implemented 

• What is the threshold of success? 
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An image to keep in mind . . .  
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EXAMPLES OF INTERVENTIONS IN 
INDIA 
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Universal Service Obligation - Interventions 

• LIRNEasia: Regulation and Investment Paper, 

September 2004 

 

• LIRNEasia’s response to Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India’s Consultation Paper 16/2004: 

Growth of Telecom Services in Rural India: The 

Way Forward, October 27 2004:  

Key recommendations -  

•  Extending Universal Service financing to 

mobile  

•  Infrastructure sharing 
 

• Early USO research presented at WDR expert 

forum attended by TRAI Secretary Rajendra 

Singh, September 2005  paper goes to TRAI 



Universal Service Obligation - Interventions 

• Indian Express, op-ed piece by Payal 

Malik - Rural telephony: TRAI got it right 

finally!, October 31, 2005 
 

• Conversation with Shanthanu Consul, 

administrator USF, DoT at ITU Telecom 

World; December 2006 
 

• Meeting with USF administrator: Sharing 

of the BoP results and backhaul 

infrastructure study done by HV Singh; 

March 2007 



Universal Service Obligation - Outcomes 

• TRAI recommendations on Growth of 

telecom Services in Rural Areas 

October 2005 reflect LIRNEasia 

recommendations 
 

• DoT floats the idea of USO to mobiles, 

August 2, 2006 
 

• USO Auctions for creation of mobile 

infrastructure and sharing of passive 

infrastructure so created, March 14, 

2007  



Infrastructure sharing - Interventions  

• Discussion on LIRNEasia Blog on Infrastructure sharing, May 

2005 onwards  
 

• HV Singh, Secretary TRAI (on leave) wrote a research paper on 

economics of backhaul infrastructure; published in LIRNEasia 

book (Sage 2008) as “One backbone, or two?”  
 

• HV Singh Presentation of LIRNEasia USO study results at the 

India Policy Forum, NCAER, attended by TRAI and DoT officials 

and presided over by MS Ahluwalia, Deputy Chairman Planning 

Commission, July 2005  
 

• Samarajiva participated in Third Annual ‘Joint Roundtable on 

Communications Policy - The Future of Indian Mobile’ in 

Kovalam, India, 7-9 February, 2008, organized by the Aspen Institute 

India in collaboration with the Aspen Institute, USA and CII, India. Key 

recommendations included: 

•  Active Infrastructure sharing 

http://www.aspenindia.org/
http://www.aspenindia.org/
http://www.aspeninstitute.org/


Infrastructure Sharing - Outcomes 

• November 2006 Consultation 

paper on infrastructure 

sharing  

 

• April 2007 Recommendations 

on Infrastructure Sharing 

  

• May 2008  

 DoT amends license 

conditions to allow for active 

infrastructure sharing  

TRAI said the operators may 

want to look at the possibility 

of sharing active infrastructure 

to reduce roll-out costs. 

 

The regulator has also 

discussed other forms of 

sharing in the paper including 

common back-haul sharing in 

rural environment where 

traffic is very low.  



Infrastructure Sharing - Outcomes 
Sharing of new passive infrastructure by mobile service 

providers – Copy of letter 



Infrastructure Sharing - Outcomes 

The Authority Recommends  

 

Considering the importance of backhaul 

sharing for provision of mobile services in 

rural and far flung areas, licensing 

conditions of UASL clause no 33 (ii) and 

CMTS clause no 34 (ii) should be 

amended to allow service providers to 

share their backhaul from BTS to BSC 

only. Such sharing is permitted on optical 

fiber as well as Radio medium at port 

size E1 and multiple there of (nxE1). No 

sharing of spectrum at access network 

side is permitted.  



Infrastructure Sharing - Outcomes 

Hindu business Line: 
 

In a move that would bring 

significant reduction in 

costs for rolling out telecom 

network, the Government 

has allowed operators to 

share all parts of the 

infrastructure except 

spectrum. This is expected 

to enable operators to save 

nearly 30 per cent of their 

costs which in turn will 

result in cheaper tariffs for 

consumers.  



SRI LANKA EXAMPLE: STRIPPING 
OUT REGRESSIVE ELEMENTS FROM 
A MOBILE-ONLY TAX  



+General tax pre-2007 Proposed Revised 

Value +17.5% VAT & SRL +2.5% MSL +7.5% MSL & 50 Tax as % of value +10% MSL Savings 

200 235 241 303 51.3 259 -44 

400 470 482 555 38.8 517 -38 

600 705 723 808 34.6 776 -32 

800 940 964 1061 32.6 1034 -27 

1000 1175 1204 1313 31.3 1293 -21 

1200 1410 1445 1566 30.5 1551 -15 

1400 1645 1686 1818 29.9 1810 -9 

1600 1880 1927 2071 29.4 2068 -3 

1800 2115 2168 2324 29.1 2327 3 

2000 2350 2409 2576 28.8 2585 9 

Anatomy of a regressive tax 

Range 

of  

Prepaid 

ARPUs 

Relative 

winners 

Losers 
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Translation: We will be pleased if Hon. Minister removes the regressive tax of  

LKR 50 as pointed out by Prof. Rohan Samarajiva, Dr. Harsha de Silva of  

LIRNEasia and UNP Members. We also request not to increase the mobile  

subscriber levy to 10%. This tax will have an adverse effect on the common man.  

From the Hansard, 6 Sep 07 

http://www.lirneasia.net/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/extract.jpg


“I do not accuse the government  

of being that foolish.  They are  

not killing the goose; their behavior  

is more like that of trying to milk the  

goose for more eggs.  The end  

result, however, will be a stressed  

goose yielding less eggs than it  

otherwise would have”       

3 September, 2007 



It is time for the Ministers of Investment Promotion, 

Posts and Telecom and related subjects to reeducate 

the people at Treasury who have forgotten what they 

were taught in their Public Finance courses. 

True wisdom lies in making government 

smaller and more efficient.  Until then, 

desisting from service, technology and 

group-specific taxes and regressive 

taxes will do. 



November 6, 2008 


